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Abstract: Background: Taking inspiration from the classical 1974, “moving room experiment” by
Lee and Aronson, a “virtual moving room paradigm (Vroom)” was designed using virtual reality
(VR) to assess postural control behavior. Methods: Thirty healthy adults (age: 21 ± 1 years; height:
166.5 ± 7.3 cm; mass: 71.7 ± 16.2 kg) were tested for postural stability in a virtual moving room
paradigm (Vroom). The Vroom consisted of randomized virtual and visual perturbations of the virtual
room moving toward and away from the individual, during both unexpected and expected trials.
Objective postural sway variables and subjective experiences to VR using the simulator sickness
questionnaire as well as balance confidence scale were also assessed and analyzed using a two way
(2 × 2 [2 moving room direction (Toward vs. Away) and 2 knowledge of moving room (unexpected
vs. expected)] repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA), and a one-way repeated measures
ANOVA and paired sample t-test, respectively at an alpha level of 0.05. Results: Significantly greater
postural sway was observed when the virtual room moved toward the participant than when moving
away, and when it moved unexpectedly, compared with the expected moving room. Significantly
improved balance confidence with realistic immersion and without simulator sickness was also
observed. Conclusions: Our findings provide evidence indicating that the virtual moving room
induces postural perturbations that challenge the postural control system, especially when the moving
room is unexpected and moves toward the individual. Additionally, increased balance confidence
and realistic immersion in the virtual environment with no adverse effects of simulator sickness were
observed, providing evidence for the beneficial effects of the Vroom. Thus, the Vroom can be an easy
and cost-effective method to expose individuals to realistic, virtual, and visual perturbations that
challenge the postural control system and increase balance confidence, with realistic immersion and
without adverse effects.
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1. Introduction

Egomotion is defined as an actual body motion in response to optic flow or the
environmental displacement of the observer [1,2]. The sensory information needed to
maintain postural stability, maintaining the body’s center of mass (COM) within the base of
support (BOS), is acquired from the visual, vestibular, and somatosensory–proprioceptive
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systems, and alterations to these systems can affect one’s ability to maintain postural
control, especially when the visual system is manipulated [3,4]. Changes in the environment
provide changing visual input, creating a sensory conflict between the visual, vestibular,
and somatosensory–proprioceptive sensory systems of postural control. Any changes in the
optic flow with a changing environment can induce an increase in postural sway, causing
postural instability [1,5–9].

With the advancement of technology, the role of VR in research, clinical applications,
and rehabilitation has grown tremendously. As such, the impact of VR on postural control
in a variety of populations and applications is constantly being investigated. In particular,
several VR-based studies have shown that optic flow cues, as presented in a head-mounted
display (HMD), play an important role in both one’s posture when standing [10] and when
judging self-motion [11]. Specific to postural control and fall prevention research, VR has
been used to induce visual conflicts in virtual environments (VEs) [6]. An induced postural
perturbation and failure to recover from an imbalance caused by the perturbation are the
primary reasons for postural instability, leading to falls and fall-related injuries (both fatal
and non-fatal) [3,12]. However, when provided in a controlled and repetitive manner over
time, these postural perturbations can aid in improving postural control and preventing
falls. This approach is described as perturbation-based balance training (PBBT), which
is an emerging task-specific intervention for fall prevention, where physical mechanical
perturbations are applied to the body in a controlled setting. Physical perturbations can
range from simple therapist-induced pushes/pulls, support surface movements inducing
slip or trip perturbations, computerized force platform perturbations, and more clinically
followed treadmill belt perturbations [13,14]. These computerized, split-belt treadmills
are very expensive, averaging about USD 150,000, and additional add-ons such as the
virtual reality surround environment, fall harness system, etc., can easily reach around
USD 500,000. As such, there is a greater need for more cost-effective PBBT equipment.

While extensive research has been performed on the impacts, methods, and appli-
cations of PBBT in several populations [4,13–15], limited research exists on the impact of
visual perturbations on postural control behavior, especially using both non-immersive
and immersive VR. Immersive VR is delivered using a head-mounted display (HMD)
where an individual is fully immersed into the virtual environment with no other visual
feedback. On the other hand, non-immersive VR is usually delivered in front of the indi-
vidual on a screen, and the individual is not wearing a head-mounted display and is not
fully immersed. Visual perturbations such as the tilting of the VE, the rotation of the VE
in randomized clockwise or counterclockwise directions, and changes in environmental
conditions by adding snowfall or high-altitude scenes to simulate hazardous conditions
have been utilized in VR and reported to impact postural stability [15–18]. However, to
help understand the impact of egomotion, specifically taking inspiration from the classical
“moving room experiment”, Slobounov and colleagues (2006) [1] reported increased center
of pressure (COP) postural sway while viewing a virtual moving room, compared with
when the virtual room was stationary. However, the virtual room in this experiment was
created using a wall projector, and the participants wore Crystal Eyes StereoGraphic glasses
to be exposed to the VE [1].

More recently, from the current research team, Chander and colleagues (2019) [6]
created a virtual room in a fully immersive VR, delivered through a head-mounted display
(HMD), and assessed the impact of a moving wall in both unexpected and expected
conditions. During unexpected virtual and visual perturbations, overall postural sway was
higher than during expected perturbations, providing evidence for both compensatory
postural responses (CPRs) during unexpected perturbations and anticipatory postural
responses (APRs) during expected perturbations [6]. However, in this experiment, only
the front wall of the virtual room was designed to move and provide visual perturbations,
while the walls on the side did not move. Hence, the impact of a “Vroom paradigm” in a
fully immersive VR delivered through an HMD, with randomized unexpected and expected
trials on postural stability, is still unknown. Finally, participants’ subjective experience in
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VR is an important determinant of the success of a VR intervention, as subjective variables
of simulator sickness; presence in the VE focusing on immersion, involvement, visual
fidelity, and interface quality; and the subjective perception of one’s own postural stability
when exposed to a fully immersive VR-generated “(Vroom) paradigm” are still not known.
Therefore, the purpose of this study was to investigate the impact of a Vroom paradigm
that provided both unexpected and expected visual and virtual postural perturbations on
postural stability and to investigate participants’ subjective experience with the Vroom
paradigm, through simulator sickness, presence, and balance confidence questionnaires. It
was hypothesized that the virtual moving room paradigm will induce visual and virtual
postural perturbations negatively impacting postural stability and without detrimental
subjective experiences of such exposure.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Design

The study followed a pre-test–post-test repeated-measure design, after acute exposure
to the Vroom paradigm, where each participant served as their own control. Additionally,
the different conditions of the Vroom paradigm were also tested in a repeated-measure
design, with the conditions fully randomized to avoid any potential order effects.

2.2. Participants

A total of 30 healthy male and female participants (25 women and 5 men) successfully
completed the study (age: 21 ± 1 years; height: 166.5 ± 7.3 cm; mass: 71.7 ± 16.2 kg). The
number of participants in the study was determined based on similar previous research [1,6]
as well as using G*Power statistical software (v 3.1) for sample size estimation using one
group with four measurements, with estimated effect size of 0.25, estimated power of
0.80 and alpha probability of 0.05, which provided an estimated sample size of 24 and for
this study a total of 30 participants completed testing. The American College of Sports
Medicine criteria for physical activity were used to determine the inclusion criteria, and
exclusion was based on the presence of any recent neurological, orthopedic, or vestibular
disorders [19], and a score of >5 on the simulation sickness questionnaire (SSQ) between
pre-exposure and post-exposure to a familiarization VE. All participants provided their
own consent and signed an informed consent form to participate in the study, which was
approved by the Mississippi State University’s Institutional Review Board (IRB) (Protocol
#21-033 with date of approval on 10 March 2021).

2.3. Instrumentation

Postural stability was measured with a BTrackS™ (Balance Tracking Systems, Inc.,
San Diego, CA, USA). Required VEs (a lobby environment and a closed moving room
environment with four walls, floor, and ceiling) were built with Unity 3D and were deliv-
ered via an HTC Vive Pro™ (HTC America, Inc., Seattle, WA, USA) HMD. The subjective
questionnaires used in this study included a physical activity readiness questionnaire
(PAR-Q) [20], a simulation sickness questionnaire (SSQ) [21], a presence questionnaire
(PQ) [22], and a balance confidence scale (BCS) [23]. The PAR-Q is a simple set of seven
“yes” or “no” response questions that help screen for any abnormal pathology and are used
to clear participants for participation in physical activity. The SSQ is a series of 16 questions
focused on simulator sickness with response scores (none = 0; slight = 1; moderate = 2;
severe = 3). A difference in the SSQ score of >5 from the pre-test indicates simulator
sickness. The PQ is a set of 19 questions each with a 7-point scale, with the final score
calculated as the total of the scored responses. The BCS is a set eight questions marked
on a 10 cm visual analog scale, with a score of 0 representing “not confident at all” and a
score of 100 representing “extremely confident”; the final score is the sum of all individual
question scores with a maximum possible score of 80. The final scores were expressed as a
percentage, with 0 representing “not confident at all” and 100% representing “extremely
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confident”. Detailed information and scoring on these questionnaires are available in their
corresponding published studies.

2.4. Experimental Procedures

A familiarization session was conducted for all participants in both the balance and
in the VE. Participants then completed a second round of SSQ, and if the SSQ score was
>5, the participant was not included in the study. Testing began after a 10 min rest break.
Participants completed another SSQ and an adapted balance confidence scale (BCS) before
beginning any testing trials (pre-exposure). Participants were advised to stand as erect as
possible without moving and to look straight at the front wall of the room. The Vroom
paradigm started in the center of a room with 6 m in length, 6 m in width, and 3 m in
height. During the Vroom paradigm, all four walls moved together (toward or away from
the participant) for a distance of 2.5 m at a constant rate of 6 m/s once the researcher hit
the trigger key. The Vroom dimensions were chosen to replicate the real laboratory testing
environment, with the 2.5 m being close to the middle of the Vroom where the participants
stood. The speed of movement was selected after several trials and errors with different
speeds to replicate the moving room paradigm. The movement of the room at a constant
speed is a limitation, and future work is needed for different speeds. The walls, floor, and
room had a wood wall panel. No shadows were cast, and the room was fully illuminated.
The field of view of the participant was 110 degrees, with a refresh rate of 90 Hz (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Virtual Environments: (Left) lobby and transition environment with red boxes that when
looked at moved into the testing environment, (right) closed room testing environment.

The participants completed a series of randomized trials consisting of three trials of 5 s
each, during which the virtual room unexpectedly moved both toward and away from them.
This time period was selected to focus on the immediate acute postural responses due to
the Vroom paradigm and not an extended period of time. For unexpected testing trials, the
participants were not informed of the upcoming moving room, and the same investigator
attempted to move the room at a random time within a 5 s time window to minimize
anticipation. Upon completion, the participants completed another SSQ (post-unexpected).
Following this, they then completed a series of randomized trials consisting of three trials
of 5 s each during which the virtual room expectedly moved both toward and away from
them. For the expected trials, the participants were informed of the upcoming moving
room and provided a “three, two, one, and go” countdown, with the room starting to move
on the “go” signal (Figure 2). For both unexpected and expected virtual moving room
conditions, the participants were not told if the virtual moving room was moving toward
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or away from them, and the order was randomized. This marked the end of the study, after
which the participants completed another round of SSQ (post-expected), a second round of
BCS (post-exposure), and a presence questionnaire (PQ). The entire protocol was carried
out in a barefoot condition based on the BTrackS™ manufacturer recommendations to test
with no shod/shoes to increase the standardization of the data collection. Such no-shod
conditions can also have future potential rehabilitation and disability applications.

Figure 2. Experimental setup of the Vroom paradigm with the participant wearing the VR headset
and standing on the BTrackS™ balance platform.

2.5. Data Analyses

Postural sway variables of total sway (cm), sway velocity (cm/s), COP excursions in
the anterior–posterior (AP) (cm) and medial–lateral (ML) (cm) directions, 95% ellipsoid
area (cm2), and root mean square in anterior–posterior (AP) (cm) and medial–lateral (ML)
(cm) directions were calculated using the BTrackS™ explore balance software (v 5.5) and
averaged between the three trials for each condition. Postural sway variables of higher
magnitude represented decreased balance and postural stability. The questionnaire’s
instructions were used to calculate scores of SSQ, PQ, and BCS [21–23].

2.6. Statistical Analyses

The experiences of the Vroom paradigm were analyzed using a two-way 2 × 2 RM
ANOVA (2 moving room directions (toward vs. away) and 2 types of knowledge of the
moving room (unexpected vs. expected)). Subjective experience with SSQ was analyzed
using a one-way (1 × 3 RM ANOVA (pre-test vs. post-unexpected vs. post-expected)].
Subjective experience with the BCS was analyzed using a paired-sample t-test to compare
pre- and post-VR exposure scores and the average scores were calculated with standard
deviations, as well as the minimum and maximum scores from PQ. For all RM ANOVAs,
if a significant main effect was found, follow-up post hoc pairwise comparisons were
performed using a Bonferroni correction. If a significant interaction was found, it was
followed up with a simple effect analysis. All data were checked for normality using
the Shapiro–Wilk test. For the entire sample of participants, all postural sway variables,
including total sway, sway velocity, 95% ellipsoid area, anterior–posterior and medial–
lateral root mean square sway, and anterior–posterior excursion, were normally distributed
except for medial–lateral excursion. All statistical analyses were performed using JASP
statistical software (v 0.14.3), with an apriori alpha level of 0.05.
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3. Results

During the virtual moving room paradigm experiment, the repeated-measure ANOVA
revealed a significant main effect between moving room directions and the knowledge of
the moving room, without any significant interactions.

Significant differences between moving room directions were observed for the follow-
ing variables:

• Total sway (F (1,29) = 15.448, p < 0.001, ηp2 = 0.348) (Figure 3);
• Sway velocity (F (1,29) = 15.071, p < 0.001, ηp2 = 0.342) (Figure 4);
• The 95% ellipsoid area (F (1,29) = 4.811, p < 0.036, ηp2 = 0.142) (Figure 5).

Figure 3. Total sway (cm) values with the moving room directions both toward and away during
both unexpected and expected trials; * represents a significant difference between moving room
direction, and # represents a significant difference between knowledge of moving room. Bars represent
standard error.

Figure 4. Sway velocity (cm/s) values with the moving room directions both toward and away
during both unexpected and expected trials; * represents a significant difference between moving
room direction, and # represents a significant difference between knowledge of moving room. Bars
represent standard error.
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Figure 5. The 95% ellipsoid area (cm2) values with the moving room directions both toward and away
during both unexpected and expected trials; * represents a significant difference between moving
room directions. Bars represent standard error.

Significant differences between the two types of knowledge of the moving room were
observed for the following variables:

• The total sway (F (1,29) = 10.575, p = 0.003, ηp2 = 0.267) (Figure 3);
• Sway velocity (F (1,29) = 10.619, p < 0.003, ηp2 = 0.268) (Figure 4);
• Medial–lateral excursion (F (1,29) = 4.288, p = 0.047, ηp2 = 0.129) (Figure 6);
• Medial–lateral root mean square sway (F (1,29) = 6.591, p = 0.016, ηp2 = 0.185)

(Figure 7).

Figure 6. Medial–lateral root mean square sway (cm) values with the moving room directions toward
and away during both unexpected and expected trials; # represents a significant difference between
the types of knowledge of the moving room. Bars represent standard error.
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Figure 7. Medial–lateral excursion (cm) values with moving room directions set as toward and away
during both unexpected and expected trials; # represents a significant difference between the types of
knowledge of the moving room. Bars represent standard error.

The pairwise comparisons of the significant main effect revealed that, for both the
total sway and sway velocity, the room moving toward the participants induced greater
postural sway than the room moving away (total sway; p < 0.001; 95% CI (0.219, 0.694); sway
velocity; p < 0.001; 95% (0.041, 0.134); ellipsoid area; p = 0.036; 95% CI (0.005, 0.149)), and the
unexpected moving room induced significantly greater postural sway than the expected
moving rooms (total sway; p = 0.003; 95% CI (0.178, 0.781); sway velocity; p = 0.003; 95%
CI (0.035, 0.151); medial–lateral excursion; p = 0.047; 95% CI (0.0003, 0.050); medial–lateral
root mean square sway; p = 0.016; 95% CI (0.002, 0.014)).

For subjective VR experience analyses (Table 1), the repeated-measure ANOVA re-
vealed a significant main effect between the SSQ responses of pre-test, post-unexpected,
and post-expected sessions (F (2,58) = 5.524, p = 0.006, ηp2 = 0.160). Pairwise comparisons
of significant main effects revealed that the post-expected SSQ responses were significantly
greater than the pre-test SSQ responses but not greater than the post-unexpected SSQ
responses. The average score for the PQ was 94.4, with a standard deviation of +/−12.21, a
maximum score of 113, and a minimum score of 67. The average score for the pre-test BCS
was 42.90, with a standard deviation of 12.72, a maximum of 67, and a minimum of 10 out
of 80 possible points, with the average balance confidence score being 53.6%. The average
score for the post-test (moving room trials) was 45.77, with a standard deviation of 12.40, a
maximum of 72, and a minimum of 11 out of 80 possible points, with the average balance
confidence score being 57.2%. The paired-sample t-test revealed that pre- and post-test
scores were strongly and positively correlated (r = 0.943, p < 0.001), and a significant dif-
ference was observed between pre- and post-test scores (p = 0.001), where post-test scores
were significantly higher than pre-test scores.

Table 1. Scores for all subjective questionnaires; * represents a significant difference between post-
unexpected and pre-test SSQ responses, and ˆ represents a significant difference between pre- and
post-test responses for BCS.

Mean ± SD Maximum Minimum Percent

SSQ (Pre-test) 0.20 ± 0.484 2 0
SSQ (Post-unexpected) 0.33 ± 0.606 2 0
SSQ (Post-expected) 0.47 ± 0.819 * 3 0
PQ 94.4 ± 12.2 113 67
BCS (Pre-test) 42.9 ± 12.7 67 10 53.60%
BCS (Post-test) 45.7 ± 12.4 72 11 57.20% ˆ
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4. Discussion

The purpose of this study was to assess the postural stability behavior when exposed
to a Vroom paradigm and the subjective experience of VR exposure. Evidence of the
virtual moving room inducing postural perturbations that challenge the postural control
system, especially when the moving room is unexpected and toward the individual, and
increased balance confidence with realistic immersion in the VE and no adverse effects of
simulator sickness was observed, suggesting the beneficial effects of the virtual moving
room paradigm in postural stability and potential balance training.

4.1. Comparison of Moving Room Conditions

In the current study, the postural sway variables of total sway, sway velocity, and 95%
ellipsoid area were significantly higher when the Vroom moved toward the participants
than away from them, and the postural sway variables of total sway, sway velocity, and
medial–lateral root mean square sway and excursions were significantly higher during
unexpected trials than during the expected trials. These findings suggest decreased postural
stability when the perturbations were unanticipated, and when the virtual moving room
moved toward the participants.

The roles of CPRs and APRs are important to consider when comparing unexpected
and expected perturbations. During unexpected perturbations, the individual’s postural
control system is forced to respond to the unanticipated moving room perturbations,
resulting in compensatory postural adjustments and higher postural sway than during
expected perturbations [24]. However, in expected perturbations, the individual’s postural
control system anticipates the moving room perturbations, resulting in anticipatory postural
adjustments and lower postural sway than in unexpected perturbations [24–27]. Thus,
evidence of both CPRs and APRs was observed in the Vroom paradigm. These results are
consistent with our previous findings on the impact of a virtual moving wall on postural
stability [6]. During unexpected conditions, without the knowledge of an upcoming virtual
and visual perturbation, the CPRs work in response to the moving room, relying on the
visual sensory information in a feedback loop mechanism to maintain postural stability.
During the expected conditions, with the knowledge of an upcoming virtual and visual
perturbation, the APRs work without greater reliance on the visual sensory information
in a feed-forward loop mechanism to maintain postural stability. Unexpected trials were
always conducted first to obtain “true” unexpected postural responses to the moving
room perturbations followed by the expected trials, but the order in which participants
experienced a virtual moving room moving toward or away from them was completely
random to eliminate any learning effects.

Additionally, not only did the perturbation being unexpected or expected have an
impact on postural control behavior, but the direction in which the virtual moving room was
moving (toward or away from the participant) also played a role in the results of the postural
sway variables. In the current study, the unexpected toward-moving room condition elicited
significantly higher total sway and sway velocity than the other three conditions. It is
well known that individuals tend to sway in the direction of the perturbation [9]. It is also
known the degree of the limits of stability (LOS) in the posterior direction (4.5 degrees
from the vertical line of gravity) is less than in the anterior direction (8 degrees from the
vertical line of gravity) [28]. Therefore, one can interpret that when the virtual moving
room perturbation is moving toward the individual, it prompts them to sway posteriorly,
and subsequently, there is little room for error, which results in the individual needing to
quickly shift their COM anteriorly to prevent their center of gravity (COG) from going
outside of their BOS in the posterior direction, hence the significantly greater postural sway
when the moving room is unexpectedly moving toward the individual than when moving
away from the individual.

Our similar previous study involved the assessment of postural stability when the front
wall of a virtual room alone moved toward the participants unexpectedly and expectedly [6].
In the current study, medial–lateral and anterior–posterior excursions were higher than the
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values reported in the previous study, indicating greater postural instability in the current
study when considering COP excursions. Factors such as the visual perturbation changing
from a virtual moving wall in the previous study to an actual moving room, and the use
of a different force platform should be considered when comparing the results from the
two studies. With the previous study using a virtual moving wall [6], through which only
the central vision was manipulated, individuals might rely more on their peripheral vision
as the two side walls of the virtual room remained stationary. However, in the current
study, both the front wall and the two side virtual walls moved toward and away from
the participants, through which not only the participants’ central vision but also their
peripheral vision were manipulated, which could be additional reasons for an increase
in postural instability. Based on the findings from the current study, a virtual moving
room paradigm can be used to induce postural perturbations that challenge the postural
control system even in healthy adults. Although this postural control behavior is based
on acute exposure to the virtual moving room, the effects during chronic exposure and
subsequent postural control adaptations are still unknown and offer more opportunities
for further research.

While these findings offer insights into the impact of the novel Vroom paradigm on
postural control responses, they merely reflect responses to a virtual and visual perturbation
to the postural control system. These responses are not indicative of physical postural
perturbations, as observed in treadmill-based PBBT. However, the inclusion of the Vroom
paradigm in traditional balance measures such as Berg’s balance test or computerized
dynamic posturography tools such as the sensory organization test can aid in the further
understanding and assessment of the postural control system.

4.2. Subjective VR Experience

The surveys conducted revealed that the participants felt a strong sense of immersion,
experienced little simulator sickness, and had greater balance confidence after exposure to
the virtual environments. The PQ scores in the current study (94.4 ± 12.21) were similar
to previously reported PQ scores (98.11 ± 15.78) [22], suggesting that the individuals had
a successful perception and realistic immersion in the exposed VE. The BCS was used
to test the participants’ perception of their balance confidence. The BCS was previously
validated on healthy young adults, with their scores ranging from 34% to 79.6%, with a
mean score of 56 ± 12.5% [23]. The total score obtained by summing the responses to
all questions (maximum 80) was expressed as a percentage ranging from 0 to 100, with 0
reflecting “not confident at all” and 100 reflecting “extremely confident”. In the current
study, the scores ranged from 10 to 67 with a mean score of 42.9 (53.6%) for the pre-test and
from 11 to 72 with a mean score of 45.77 (57.2%) for the post-test. These findings suggest
that the unexpected and expected visual perturbations resulted in the participants’ balance
confidence increasing significantly compared with their pre-test scores, providing evidence
that the virtual moving room paradigm can potentially be used as a postural stability and
balance training tool. More specifically, it supports the hypothesis that balance confidence
would increase after being exposed to the virtual and visual perturbations challenging the
postural control system. However, these findings are only based on acute exposure, and
long-term adaptations to the virtual moving room are still unknown. Finally, the findings
from the SSQ revealed that the post-expected scores were significantly higher than the
pre-test scores, also supporting previous research [29]. This suggests that the longer the
duration one remains in a VE, the more likely the experience of simulator sickness, but
the mean scores for all conditions were significantly lower than five, suggesting that no
adverse effects of simulator sickness due to the virtual moving room paradigm.

4.3. Limitations and Future Research

There are many potential limitations to consider with this study. First, the study
was conducted on healthy individuals with no pre-existing clinical conditions that can
impact postural control behavior. Hence, the Vroom paradigm might produce different
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results among elderly or clinical populations. Additionally, future studies using the Vroom
paradigm in such populations should enforce caution as there is a risk for falls and simulator
sickness. Another limitation to consider is that the preset order of unexpected and expected
trials could potentially induce a learning effect in the moving room. However, if the
expected trials were to be conducted first, there would be no true unexpected trials. To
minimize any such undue effects, in both unexpected and expected trials, the participants
did not know the moving direction of the virtual moving room and the order in which
the direction was randomized. Another limitation to consider is the preset velocity of
the Vroom, as faster or slower velocities could cause different postural stability behaviors.
However, this velocity was chosen based on several preliminary testing trials. Finally, all
the observed findings in the current study are due to acute exposure to the VE, the HMD,
and the virtual moving room paradigm; hence, the results should be interpreted with
caution, and more research on chronic exposure is warranted to assess any postural control
adaptations and learning. Future studies like the current one should provide varying
instructions on where to focus (internally or externally) to determine if external focus is the
reason for increased postural stability with the HMD compared to no HMD. Future research
on this topic should include biomechanical and cognitive measures such as 3D motion
capture, electromyography (EMG) and electromyography (EEG), eye tracking, and tests of
individuals performing various types of sensorimotor tasks [30], in both general and clinical
populations to better understand the postural control system during the Vroom paradigm.

5. Conclusions

In this study, we sought to recreate the classical moving room experiment with virtual
reality to assess postural control behavior using postural sway and subjective experience
measures. Our findings revealed decreased postural stability when the visual perturbation
provided through the virtual moving room was unexpected and moving toward the in-
dividual compared with the case in which the perturbation was unexpected and moving
away from the participants. Finally, the virtual moving room can induce a realistic VR
experience, with an improved balance confidence rate and without any simulator sickness.
Thus, the virtual moving paradigm can be an easy, cost-effective method compared with
other non-immersive PBBT equipment, to expose individuals to realistic, virtual, and visual
perturbations that challenge the postural control system and increase self-confidence in
balance and stability while not causing any adverse effects due to VR simulator sickness.
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